
Pouch! by David Ezra Stein.

E STEIN

A baby kangaroo takes his first tentative hops

outside of his mama's pouch, meeting other

creatures and growing bolder each time.

Owl Babies by Martin Waddell.

E WADDEL

Three owl babies whose mother has gone out in the

night try to stay calm while she is gone.

Noisy Nora by Rosemary Wells.

E WELLS

Feeling neglected, Nora makes more and more

noise to attract her parents' attention.

Knuffle Bunny by Mo Willems.

E WILLEM

A trip to the laundromat leads to a momentous

occasion when Trixie, too young to speak words,

realizes that something important is missing and

struggles to explain the problem to her father.

Trashy Town by Andrea Zimmerman.

E ZIMMER

Little by little, can by can, Mr. Gillie, the trash man,

cleans up his town.

Lola at the Library with Mommy by Anna McQuinn.

E MCQUIN

Every Tuesday, Lola and her mother go to the library

to borrow new books for Mom to read to her before

bedtime.

Shy Willow by Cat Min.

E MIN

Willow's home is in an abandoned mailbox, and

she'd rather stay put. But when a young boy drops a

letter in her mailbox, Willow knows that if she

doesn't brave the world outside, the letter will

never be delivered, and the boy will be heartbroken.

Should she try? Can she?

Tubby by Leslie Patricelli.

BB PATRIC

Baby loves playing during bath time.

Rectangle Time by Pamela Paul.

E PAUL

A cat figures out how to continue interacting with

his boy as he grows older and his reading habits

change.

Hugo and the Impossible Thing by Renee Felice

Smith.

E SMITH

All the forest animals know it is impossible to make

it through the Impossible Thing, but a small dog

named Hugo is determined to try, inspiring hope in

his friends.

A Sick Day for Amos McGee by Philip C. Stead.

E STEAD

Zookeeper Amos McGee always makes time to visit

his friends who live at the zoo until the day he stays

home because he is sick.
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Chicken Story Time by Sandy Asher.

E ASHER

Storytime in the library becomes increasingly

chaotic as first one chicken then a whole flock joins

in and the librarian must come up with a creative

solution so that everyone can enjoy the story.

A  Visitor for Bear by Bonny Becker.

E BECKER

Bear's efforts to keep out visitors to his house are

undermined by a very persistent mouse.

Pig the Pug by Aaron Blabey.

E BLABEY

Pig is a selfish pug who does not want to share his

toys with his canine housemate, Trevor, until an

accident teaches him the value of friendship.

Blue Hat, Green Hat by Sandra Boynton.

BB BOYNTO

Humorous animal characters introduce the basic

colors and familiar items of clothing.

The Mitten by Jan Brett.

E BRETT

A boy's lost mitten becomes a refuge from the cold

or an increasing number of animals.

Over in the Meadow by Jane Cabrera.

E CABRER

Over in the meadow on a beautiful day, animals

moms and their babies have come out to play! From

one small turtle to ten twitching rabbits, read along

with this spirited counting poem. Can you count all

of the colorful critters?

 

Hug Machine by Scott Campbell.

E CAMPBE

The hug machine is available to hug anyone, any

time, whether they are square or long, spikey or soft.

Yummy: Eight Favorite Fairy Tales by Lucy Cousins.

J 398.2 COU

A fresh look at eight classic stories, told with bold

language and vibrant pictures.

Mrs. Wishy-Washy's Farm by Joy Cowley.

E COWLEY

Tired of being washed by Mrs. Wishy-Washy, a cow,

pig, and duck leave her farm and head for the city.

The Rabbit Listened by Cori Doerrfeld.

E DOERRF

When Taylor's block castle is destroyed, all the

animals think they know just what to do, but only the

rabbit quietly listens to how Taylor is feeling.

Bark, George by Jules Feiffer.

E FEIFFE

A mother dog tries to teach her pup how to bark, and

is surprised at why he wasn't learning.

Mama Cat Has Three Kittens by Denise Fleming.

E FLEMIN

While two kittens copy everything their mother

does, their brother naps.

Corduroy by Don Freeman.

E FREEMA

A toy bear in a department store wants a number of

things, but when a little girl finally buys him he finds

what he has always wanted most of all.

Is Your Mama a Llama? by Deborah Guarino.

E GUARIN

A young llama asks his friends if their mamas are

llamas and finds out, in rhyme, that their mothers are

other types of animals.

Kitten's First Full Moon by Kevin Henkes.

E HENKES

When Kitten mistakes the full moon for a bowl of

milk, she ends up tired, wet, and hungry trying to

reach it.

Mother Bruce by Ryan T. Higgins.

E HIGGIN

Bruce is a grumpy bear who likes no one and nothing

but cooked eggs, but when some eggs he was

planning to boil hatch and the goslings believe he is

their mother, he must try to make the best of the

situation.

Cows  to the Rescue by John Himmelman.

E HIMMEL

After helping the Greenstalk family get to the

county fair, the cows busy themselves finding

solutions to many other problems that arise during

the day.

The  Seals on the Bus by Lenny Hort.

J 782.42164 HOR   

Different animals, including seals, tigers, geese,

rabbits, monkeys, and more, make their own sounds

as they ride all around the town on a bus.

Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes by Eric Litwin.

E PETE LITWIN

Pete the Cat gets into colorful adventures while out

walking in his new white shoes.

http://catalog.lancasterlibraries.org/search~S13?/cJ+782.42164+HOR/cj+782.42164+hor/-3,-1,,E/browse

